DESIGNED FOR SCOUTS AND FAMILIES!
A Michigan Crossroads Council Camp.
880 East Sutton Road, Metamora, Michigan 48455

Patches and a special trail medal are available to purchase upon completion of the Pedro Trail. These recognition
pieces are available only at the D-bar-A Scout shop located at the Martin Administration building. Come join us
on the Largest Scout Camp Trail in Michigan. 3 levels of difficulty with 10 total miles of hiking!

:

Newly designed, this shows that you completed any portion of

the Pedro trail. A special Red, Blue and Yellow rocker patch set wraps around your Pedro patch
and will show which trail you completed. All of the patches shown for the Pedro Trail are considered temporary patches and can be worn on the right front pocket any scout uniform. When
you complete the trail you can purchase the Pedro Trail Patch for $3.00* and each Rocker Patch
for $1.00*.

The Pedro Trail medal is the original design since it was created.
This medal is made of pewter and has a red and white drape. It can be worn on the Scout Uniform for special occasions. When you complete the trail you can purchase the Pedro Trail Medal
for $7.00*.

Just as the name implies. If your group walks any portion of the Pedro Trail in the opposite direction (clockwise on the map), then you can purchase
the Ordep patch. The same Red, Blue and Yellow rocker patches can be purchased to show you
did the entire 10 miles in the backwards Are you up for the challenge? When you complete the
trail you can purchase the Ordep Trail Patch for $3.00* and each Rocker Patch for $1.00*.
Is your unit looking to complete a service project
while at D-bar-A? There is always room for improvement and each scout in your unit can earn
this patch by either helping remark the trail, clear fallen trees, help remove invasive species or
conservation project to improve erosion control. Special arrangements need to be made ahead
of time to confirm your commitment. Day Hikers and Pedro Trail Service Award, contact Head
Ranger Jack Sims at D-bar-A: 810-678-2130. When you complete a project on the Pedro Trail
you can purchase Pedro Trail Service Award for $3.00*.
Does your unit or you know of a youth that
would like to earn the William T. Hornaday Award? All of the requirements for these awards can
be done while at D-Bar-A. Special arrangements need to be made before committing to any of
these awards. For more information about the William T. Hornaday Awards programs, please
contact the Michigan Crossroads Outdoor Adventures Hotline at 517-816-7755.

* Prices do not reflect 6% State of Michigan sales tax.

